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Chapter 1 Introduction and Project Background
1.1.

Introduction

1. The Government of India (GoI) has proposed implementation of an investment program
in order to improve urban conditions in North Eastern Region Capital Cities, namely,
Agartala, Aizawl, Gangtok, Kohima and Shillong. The expected impact of the Investment
Program is improved environment and wellbeing of urban residents in these five capital
cities. The expected outcomes of the Investment Program will be an increased access to
improved urban services for 1.5 million people expected to be living in the Investment
Program cities by the 2014. The Project will (i) improve urban infrastructure and services, (ii)
strengthen urban institutions for better service delivery build project management and
implementation capacity.

2. The GoI reaffirmed its commitment to sectoral reforms by launching Jawaharlal Nehru
National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM), which aimed at improving existing poor
infrastructure and quality of life in urban areas in India. The North Eastern Region Capital
Cities Development Investment Programme (NERCCDIP) carries the Mission statement
further through a planned, systematic, yet flexible approach to meet the development needs
in consonance with specific needs of the capital cities in the North Eastern Region (NER).
The proposed investment Programme has been designed to improve the urban environment
and promote reforms for sustainable, efficient, and responsive urban service delivery in the
capital cities of the aforesaid states in the NER.

The Programme will not only aim at

improving the basic infrastructure and urban services, but also provide assistance for
strengthening the urban institutions for better services delivery and operations maintenance
of the assets and thus contribute to the GoI’s goal of bringing the NER at par with developed
regions of India.
1.2.

Project Background

3. The proposed investment programme for Agartala aims to bridge the gap between urban
demands, set-right the inadequacies in the existing system and to provide a sustainable and
increased access to better services for the residents of the city.

4. The proposed investment for Agartala is the first large scale urban sector lending
assistance by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) in Tripura. The Urban Components that
have been undertaken for the proposed development initiatives are:
•

Water Supply
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•

Solid Waste Management

•

Capacity Building

•

Investment Programme Management

5. ADB is committed to assist the integrated urban development initiatives of the GoI.
Seventy percent of the Loan component will be borne by ADB and the GoI will share the
balance 30 percent.

The investment Programme is designed to use the Multi-tranche

Financing Facility (MFF) of ADB in order to cope up with the complex agenda for the
development of the capital city. The MFF will allow flexibility in decision making and shall
cater to the specific needs of the city including readiness of the subproject proposed for
execution.

The State Investment Programme Management and Implementation Unit

(SIPMIU) shall be responsible for overall management and implementation of the works.

6. The objectives of the project in Agartala city will include rehabilitation and creation of
facilities through sound and satisfactory implementation procedure, project management,
and establishment of efficient and sustainable utility services. In particular the project is to
provide safe and stable water supply and solid waste management services that will meet
the rapidly increasing urban demand by expanding and rehabilitating the existing facilities
thereby contributing to improvement of the living conditions of residents.
1.3.

Subproject Background

7. The objectives of the proposed subproject are:
•

To provide potable water through effective treatment

•

To increase in supply hours through effective storage

•

To generate adequate water through installation of new deep tube wells

•

Better water management through installation of water meters

8. The entire project area has been broadly divided into three main water zones:
1. Central Zone- The area between Haora and Katakhal
2. South Zonea. Bardowali Division
b. Jogendranagar Division.
It is expected that this subproject will benefit a population of 401202 by 2026 and 553296 by
2041.
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Table 1.1: Summary Scope of Work Proposed in Tranche-II
Package Code
(WS-03)
(WS-02, 07, 08)
(WS-09)
(WS-10/1, 10/3)

Description of Package
Supporting NRW Reduction Programme through Procurement and Installation of Bulk
Flow Meter
Installation of 7 ground water treatment units
Construction of 14 Reservoirs
Laying of primary pipelines (60 Kms) and secondary pipelines (410 Kms)

9. The proposed Project includes the following works:
1. Construction of ground water treatment units
2. Construction of overhead service reservoirs including rehabilitation of old steel tanks
3. Installation of bulk water meters for flow measurement (from DTW and OHSR)
4. Providing and Laying of Rising Mains: The works shall primarily involve laying of
rising mains from the new deep tube wells to the proposed ground water treatment
units and from the ground water treatment units to the proposed overhead reservoirs.
5.

Providing and Laying of Gravity Distribution System: Laying of gravity based
distribution mains will be provided to improve the existing water supply system. The
works shall also involve laying of new mains to improve the existing water supply
system and also convey the water to the fringe areas as also the newly developing
localities.

6. Replacement of Worn Out Mains: Replacement of worn out pipes and also leaking
valves (sluice valves/air valves) to reduce water losses.
7. Providing Household Connections: An estimated 25,000 household connections will
be provided. Majority of the household connections will be domestic type (15mm)
with some commercial connections (20 mm and 25 mm).
8. Construction of about 200 Stand Posts: The stand posts are proposed to cater to the
slum areas and the areas with economically weaker section. Construction of public
stand posts will be done mainly at the southern part of Agartala (AD Nagar,
Badharghat, Pratapgarh, Jogendranagar and Aralia)- the localities that suffer from
acute scarcity of water. In central Agartala, the stand posts are suggested to be
constructed in Joypur, Rajnagar and Bhagat singh colony.
9. Cutting and Restoration of road: New and pipelines for replacement shall be laid
along the edge of the road. Existing bituminous roads which will be dug for laying of
pipelines will be restored with bituminous courses confirming with the existing
pavement conditions. Wherever shoulder space is available, the pipeline will be laid
along the shoulder width.
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Chapter 2 Resettlement Issues
2.1.

Scope of Work and Resettlement Impacts

10. This is a rehabilitation work of the existing water supply system. An attempt was made
to observe the situation in the city along the supply systems and also probe into the
resettlement issues in various locations by a reconnaissance visit and consecutive visits.
The following situation was found at/around places.
Table 2.1: Scope of Work Proposed in Tranche-II and Resettlement Impacts
Component

Location

Function

Description

Construction
of
7
Groundwater
Treatment
Plants
(GWTPs)

Different parts of
Agartala city

Treatment of
raw
water
from DTWs

Central Zone: 2 units
•
GWTP – 1: Public
Health
Engineering
(PHE) Complex, Opp.
Pragati School
•
GWTP – 2: Area near
Battala Burial ground

2 units in Central
Zone
2 units in South
Zone (Burdowli)

Different parts of
Agartala city

Storage
of
water
for
distribution

South
Zone
(Jogendranagar): 3 units
•
GWTP
–
5:
Pratapgarh , Sadhu
Tilla
•
GWTP – 6: Area near
AMC zonal office
(ward 35)
•
GWTP – 7: Near
Aralia-II DTW
South
Zone
(Jogendranagar): 7 nos.

7 new OHSRs in
South Zone - II
(Jogendranagar)

•

3 new OHSRs in
South Zone- I
(Burdowli)

•

4 new OHSRs in
Central Zone

•
•

Replacement of
steel plates for 3
steel tanks at
Gandhi School
and Burdowali

•

•

OHSR
01:
Near/backside
of
Sadhu Tilla school –
1130 KL
OHSR 02: Near AMC
zonal office (ward 35)
- 680 KL
OHSR
03:
On
Salbagan road- 450
KL
OHSR 04: Backside
of
Public
Health
Engineering
(PHE)
sub-div
office
Jogendranagar - 450
KL
OHSR
05:
Near
Bankumari
bazaar/nath para- 450
KL
OHSR 06: Near Aralia
II DTW- 450 KL

Remarks

Each GWTU will require
2

approximately 3500 m
of land for which the land
has been identified which
is
government
land
without
having
any
encroachers
and
squatters. All the sites
have been identified and
appropriate sign board
has been placed for the
project sites.

South Zone (Burdowli): 2
units
•
GWTP – 3; Camper
Bazar,
Deendayal
Ashram,
•
GWTP – 4: Public
Health
Engineering
(PHE) Stores, Dukli

3 units in South
Zone
(Jogendranagar)

Construction
of 14 new
OHSRs, and
rehabilitation
of 3 steel
tanks in 2
locations

Land
Acquisition/
Resettlement
Nil

Nil

Each OHSR will require
approximately 400 m2 of
land for which the land
has been identified which
is
government
land
without
having
any
encroachers
and
squatters. All the sites
have been identified
and appropriate sign
board has been placed
for
t
Opposite
Champamura
Horticulture office he
project sites
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Component

Location

Function

Description
•

Land
Acquisition/
Resettlement

Remarks

Nil

No impact on any
structure/land/livelihood

Nil

No impact on any
structure/land/livelihood

OHSR 07: Opposite
Champamura
Horticulture office- 450 KL

• South
Zone
(Burdowali): 3 nos.
•
OHSR
08:
Cold
storage , Sripally near
Badharghat- 1130 KL
•
OHSR
09:
Near
Sarbadharma
Mission- 900 KL
•
OHSR
10:
Near
Pranabananda
school- 680 KL
Central Zone: 4 nos.
•
OHSR 11: Near DTW
at Rampur - 1130 KL
•
OHSR
12:
Near
Pragati
school
complex - 900 KL
•
OHSR 13:
Near
Harizon Colony - 680
KL
•
OHSR 14: Area near
Battala burial ground 1130 KL

Providing
and Laying of
Rising mains

Different part of
Agartala city

Water
transport
from
New
Deep
tube
wells
to
GWTUs,
then GWTUs
to OHSR

Providing
and Laying of
Gravity
Distribution
System

In South zone of
Agartala city

Distribution
of water in
south zone
of Agartala at
different
areas
including
replacement
of pipes to
reduce
leaking

Replacement
of Worn-Out
Mains

In south zone of
Agartala city

Reduce
leakage
mains

of

Rehabilitation:
•
ST 01 & ST-2: Gandhi
School 76 m2 area
(both) and 270 KL ,
160
KL
volume
respectively
•
ST 03: Burdowali – 76
m2 area and 270 KL
volume
The works shall primarily
involve laying of Rising
mains from the new deep
tube wells to the proposed
Ground water treatment
units and from the Ground
water treatment units to the
proposed
Overhead
storage reservoirs. Ductile
Iron pipes (Class K-9,150350mm dia,) pipes are
proposed for the rising
mains.
Total approx length- 59.0
km
Laying of Gravity based
distribution mains will be
provided to improve the
existing
water
supply
system. The works shall
also involve laying of new
mains (DI Class K-7, 100 –
400 mm dia.) to improve
the existing water supply
system and also convey
the water to the fringe
areas as also the newly
developing localities. Total
approx length- 2000.0 km
Replacement of worn-out
pipes and also leaking
valves (Sluice Valves / Air
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Component

Location

Function

Description

Providing
Household
connections

In south zone of
Agartala city

Supply
of
water
to
house hold

Construction
of
an
estimated
200
stand
posts

In south zone of
Agartala
(Arundhuti
Nagar, Badharghat,
Pratapgarh,
Jogendranagar
and Aralia)

Supply
water

Cutting and
Restoration
of road

Different part of
Agartala city

Restoration
of road after
pipe laying

Installation of
bulk
water
meters

Different part of
Agartala city

Measure flow
in
existing
pipelines to
assess
demand.

of

Valves) to reduce water
losses. Ductile Iron pipes
(Class K-9, 100-250 mm
dia) pipes are proposed for
the worn out mains.
Total approx length- 32
km
An
estimated
15,000
household connections are
proposed
(new
and
replacement) are to be
provided in this investment
programme. Majority of the
household connections will
be domestic type (15mm)
with some commercial
connections (20mm and
25mm).
The stand posts are
proposed to cater to the
slum
areas
and
economically
weaker
section. Construction of
Public stand posts will be
done
mainly
in
the
southern part of Agartala
(Arundhuti nagar, Badharghat,
Pratapgarh,
Jogendranagar and Aralia)
- the localities suffering
from acute scarcity of
water.
New and replacement
pipelines shall be laid
along the edge of the road.
Existing bituminous roads
which will be dug for laying
of pipelines will be re-laid
with bituminous courses
confirming with the existing
pavement
conditions.
Wherever shoulder space
is available, the pipeline
will be laid along the
shoulder width.
Providing 34 Nos. bulk
meters on the existing tube
wells to assess discharge.
Installing 27 Nos. bulk
meters on existing mains
to measure flow from
Treatment
Plants
to
reservoirs
and
from
reservoirs to command
areas.

Land
Acquisition/
Resettlement

Remarks

Nil

No impact on any
structure/land/livelihood

Nil

No impact on any
structure/land/livelihood

Nil

No impact on any
structure/land/livelihood

Nil

No impact on any
structure/land/livelihood

11. The Subprojects will involve no physical displacement as the constructions will be done
within the RoW of vacant Government land. The citizens are identified as the beneficiaries
of the project.
2.2

Scope of Land Acquisition and Resettlement

12. The subproject will not entail any permanent land acquisition or resettlement.
Construction of 10 GWTUs and construction of 14 OHSRs, are designed to be built on
vacant government/municipal land and will not entail any land acquisition and resettlement
impacts. Laying of primary pipelines (60 kms) and secondary pipelines (410 kms) will also
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not have any impact on land acquisition and resettlement impacts because it will be
undertaken within sufficient and vacant road RoW. The subproject components and its
impact on land acquisition and resettlement is described in Table 1. It has been proposed
that the following options could be considered if any emergent situation arises, so that
during construction business establishments/residences can be left undisturbed by
adopting the following mitigation measures:
(i)
vendors will be moved on the other side of the road;
(ii)
construction will be carried out on the low sale day in these sections;
(iii)
construction will be carried out only at night, so that businesses loss
is avoided; and
(iv)
access to the business setups/residences will be ensured by the contractor.
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Chapter 3 Due Diligence Findings
3.1

The Findings

13. The proposed work is a rehabilitation work of the existing water supply system. If any
new structures are to be constructed, the same will be constructed within the RoW. All civil
works are planned within the existing RoW. It has been found that no additional land will be
required for this Subproject and there is no structure affected; hence there is neither any
land acquisition issue nor any resettlement issue involved in it.

Therefore it has been

assessed that there will be no resettlement planning is required for this.

14. Detail discussion was held with the people who are residing and/or having business in
the Subproject locations. These residents are aware of the problems of exiting water supply
systems in the city and are willing to cooperate in the Project activities.
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Chapter 4 Conclusions
4.1

Conclusions

15. The Due Diligence Report confirms that the NERCCDIP Supply water subproject under
Tranche-II will have no adverse social impacts associated with land acquisition and
resettlement (LAR) and it is expected that the project will benefit entire population of the city
of Agartala after the completion of the Project.

16. The proposed work is a rehabilitation work of the existing water supply system. All civil
works and any new structures are to be constructed will be constructed within the RoW. It
has been found that no additional land will be required for this Subproject; and there is no
structure affected; hence there is neither any land acquisition issue nor any resettlement
issue involved in it. According to this information this Subproject comes under Category C of
Resettlement Categorization.

So no resettlement planning is required for this.

The

resettlement screening and categorization checklist and Indigenous People’s categorization
checklist are presented below:
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Table 4.1: Involuntary Resettlement Categorization Checklist
A. Screening Questions for Resettlement Categorization
Probable Involuntary Resettlement Effects*
Will the project include any physical construction work?

Yes No

Not
Possible
Known

√

7 GWTUs and 14
OHSRs

Does the project include upgrading or rehabilitation of
√
existing physical facilities?
Are any project effects likely leads to loss of housing,
other assets, resource use or incomes/livelihoods?

Remarks

GWTUs and OHTs
√

Is land acquisition likely to be necessary?

√

Is the site for land acquisition known?

√
It has been identified
by the AMC and it is
in the process of
being acquired.

Is the ownership status and current usage of the land
√
known?
Will assessments be utilized within an existing Right of
√
Way?
Are there any non-titled people who live or earn their
livelihood at the site or within the Right of Way?

√

Will there be loss of housing?

√

Will there be loss of agricultural plots?

√

Will there be losses of crops, trees, and fixed assets?

√

Will there be loss of businesses or enterprises?
Will there be loss of incomes and livelihoods?

√

Will people lose access to facilities, services, or natural
resources?

√

Will any social or economic activities be affected by land
use-related changes?

√

If involuntary resettlement impacts are expected:
• Are local laws and regulations compatible with ADB’s
Involuntary Resettlement policy?

√

• Will coordination between government agencies be
required to deal with land acquisition?

√

• Are there sufficient skilled staffs in the Executing
Agency for resettlement planning and
implementation?

√

• Are training and capacity-building interventions
required prior to resettlement planning and
implementation?
*Whenever possible, consider also any future subprojects or investments.

Not Applicable
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Probable Involuntary Resettlement Effects*

Yes No

Not
Possible
Known

Remarks

Information on Affected Persons:
Any estimate of the likely number of households that will be affected by the Project?
[ ] No [√ ] Yes If yes, approximately how many? None
Are any of them poor, female-heads of households, or vulnerable to poverty risks?
[√ ] No [ ] Yes If yes, please briefly describe their situation ______
___________________________________________________________________________________
Are any APs from indigenous or ethnic minority groups? If yes, please explain? Not Applicable
Additional Information Requirements for Private Sector projects:
[ ] Resettlement and land acquisition completed
Intermediary

[ ] PSOD is lending to a Financial

[ ] Resettlement to be completed

[ ] The project is an Equity Investment

[ ] Project entails risk by association (e.g associated
Risk
facilities are part of the project but not funded
by the proponent)
describe________________

[ ] The project is a Partial Credit /Political
Guarantee
[ ] Others, please

1. Project Categorization and Resettlement Planning Requirements
[ ] Category A, Significant IR impact, a full Resettlement Plan is required.
[ ] Category B, Non significant IR impact, a short Resettlement Plan is required.
[√] Category C, No IR impact, no resettlement report is required.
[ ] Additional information is needed for categorization and is to be gathered by the
Project Team Leader. In the interim, the project is classified as:
[ ] Category A/B
[ ] Category B/C
[√ ] Social Development/ Resettlement Specialist to participate in Fact Finding
[ ] Consultant support is required to prepare Resettlement Plan/Resettlement
Framework (RP/RF), therefore the TOR for a Social Development/
Resettlement Specialist should be included in TA Report
2. Additional Requirements for Sector, Sector Development Program/Project Loans,
Emergency Loans and Hybrid Loans
[ ] Resettlement Framework
[ ] Core Subproject Resettlement Plans
Note:
A draft RP/RF disclosed to APs and endorsed by the Executing Agency is required before
Management Review Meeting (MRM).
A summary RP/RF should be included as a core appendix in the draft RRP for MRM.
A satisfactory RF/RP is required before Appraisal.
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Indigenous Peoples Impact Categorization Form
A. Project Data
Country/ Project Title:

North Eastern Region Capital Cities Development Investment
Programme

Department/ Division:

Processing Stage:

Lending
Modality:

Project Loan
√

Financial Intermediation Loan or Equity Investment

Program Loan

1

Emergency Loan

Sector Loan
Categorization Status:

SDP Loan
New

√

Re-classification

Previous Category

B. Identification of indigenous peoples in project area
Impact on indigenous peoples (IPs)/
ethnic minority(EM)
Are there IPs or EM groups present in project
locations?
Do they maintain distinctive customs or
economic activities that may make them
vulnerable to hardship?
Will the project restrict their economic and
social activity and make them particularly
vulnerable in the context of project?

Not
known
√

Yes

No

√
√

Will the project change their socioeconomic
and cultural integrity?

√

Will the project disrupt their community life?

√

Will the project positively affect their health,
education, livelihood or social security
status?

√

Will the project negatively affect their health,
education, livelihood or social security
status?

√

Will the project alter or undermine the
recognition of their knowledge, preclude
customary behaviors or undermine
customary institutions?

√

In case no disruption of indigenous
community life as a whole, will there be loss
of housing, strip of land, crops, trees and
other fixed assets owned or controlled by
individual indigenous households?

1

Applies to program loans with investment components.

√

Remarks or identified
problems, if any
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Attitude of People to the Project- A Report on Public Consultation

While in the reconnaissance visit the team spoke to some residents in the Project locations,
people were happy that the Project would bring potable water in the town. They felt that it
would bring about potential benefit to the residents in these locations. The details of those
consultations are presented below:
1. Opposite Champamura High School/Opposite Champamura Horticulture office
The team had spoken to a group of residents at the site. None of the group members knew
about the proposed Project. They mentioned that water is supplied twice a day- once in the
morning for two hours and in the evening for two more hours. They complained about high
iron content of the water and mentioned that all will be benefited and happy with the
proposed water supply.
Participants:
1. Milan Ch Dey
2. Samaresh Dhar
3. Jiban Dey
4. Dipankar Saha
5. Sikha Saha

Site at Subhas Palli

Site at Dutta Para

Site at Champamura

Site at Ward 35
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2. Rampur
None of the people knew about the proposed Project. They mentioned that they get water
twice in a day- once in the morning for two hours and in the evening for two more hours.
They pointed out about high iron content of the water and also mentioned that sometimes
water is treated with bleaching powder. They conveyed that all will be benefited and happy
with the proposed upgraded water supply.
Participants:
1. Gopal Saha
2. DIL of Gopal Saha
3. Nandan Saha
4. Raju Miyan

Discussion with a Family at Rampur OHT Site

3. Bhagat Singh Colony
Few women were bathing in the close by pond near the selected site. None of them knew
about the proposed Project. Some of them mentioned that they get water twice in a dayonce in the morning for two hours and in the afternoon for two more hours. One aged lady
mentioned though she has water supply in the house, it is comfortable for her to take bath in
a pond. The rest did not have water connection in their houses. They pointed out about
high iron content of the water and conveyed that it is very good that such a project is
proposed for upgrading the existing water supply system.
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Participants:
1. Anita Bhowmik
2. Manju Choudhury
3. Parul Biswas

Discussion with women at Bhagat Singh Colony OHT Site

4. Dashamighat Area near Battala Burial ground
Some residents of the locality was contacted- the group varied from youth to aged. All
opined that the particular location is devoid of any water supply for quite a few years as the
pipe line is 30-40 years old and got clogged.

The residents use own hand pump for

collection of water. Only a few had heard of the proposed Project.
Participants:
1. Nanigopal Pal
2. Tapan Choudhury
3. Dipak Das
4. Krishna Das
5. Shankar Das
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The Site at Dashamighat

5. Chowringhee Para
The OHT site at Chowringhee Para is in the Senior Basic School compound. The team met
a few students and the Head Master of the school. The teacher was aware of the Project
from the local councillor. He mentioned his happiness about it as the citizens of Agartala will
get treated water by this Project.

But he pointed out that the land outside the school

compound can instead be taken for the purpose. He feels this will help the school keeping
undisturbed academic situation.

The Site at Chowringee Para
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6. Sarbadharma Mission near Deendayal Ashram
A local politician was interviewed near the site at Sarbadharma Mission. He was aware of
the Project from a municipal councillor and felt that as the objective of the Project is to
supply water in Agartala, where there is difficult supply situation, the citizens may not have
any hesitation in cooperating for this purpose. He assured the team of all types of support
from his part.

The Site at Sarbadharma Mission Ground

7. Pratapgarh II
A group of residents were spoken to at Pratapgarh.

Some of them do not have any

connection for municipal water supply, they rely only on hand pumps at home or street stand
posts. There are public stand post and hand pump in this location. People communicated
that it will be good if the Government can supply treated water as the high iron content is a
menace in the city. The women mentioned that water is collected by adult women only.
Participants:
1. Sanjit Basak
2. Nikhil Saha
3. Kalpana Ghosh
4. Rama Sarkar
5. Shipra Pal
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The Site at Pratapgarh II

8. Sadhu Tilla
The team spoke to a group of men near the school at Sadhu Tilla. They also gave a similar
portrayal of the current water supply system in the city. In addition they spoke about the
seasonality of water supply- the dry seasons are more difficult. Some of the men were
willing to cooperate in the Project activities.

Discussion with Men’s Group at Sadhu Tilla
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Participants:
1. Bhulan Dey
2. Nityananda Biswas
3. Chandrauday Debnath
4. Manindra Sarkar
5. Debendra Das and
6. Others
9. Bankumari Bazar
A group of adolescents were consulted in the OHT location. None of them knew about the
Project. They also mentioned about the high iron content of water in the city. The group
was happy to know about the proposed Project.
Participants:
1. Dhananjay Ray
2. Beauty Pal
3. Rakesh Das
4. Pankaj Das
5. Dipankar Pal
6. Gourab Das

The OHT Site at Bankumari Bazar
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Consultation 10
Date- 26.02..2011

Time- 11.00 a.m.

Location- AMC Zonal Office, Badharghat (Shrinagar)

Summary of issues discussed- The team had spoken to a group of residents at the site.
Some of the group members knew about the proposed Project. They mentioned that water
is supplied daily for two or more hours; but it has high iron content. The group added that if
clothes are washed in this water those become sticky. They mentioned that all will be
benefited and happy with the proposed water supply as their expenditure on medical
treatment will reduce with the availability of treated water. The group did not have any
objection with the treatment plant or OHT. They clarified that no body will have objection as
it is matter of clean treated water.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the treatment of water iron content will reduce.

Participants:
6. Dilip Das
7. Swapan Sarkar
8. Payel Bhowmik
9. Kakali Das
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Consultations 11 and 12
Date- 26.02..2011

Time- 11.15 a.m.

Location- Opposite Badharghat Stadium (Kabiraj Tilla) and Cold Storage

Summary of issues discussed- The team had spoken to a group who mainly complained
of lack of sufficient water supply and high iron content in water. Some of the group members
knew about the proposed Project. They mentioned that all will be benefited and happy with
the proposed water supply as illnesses in the city will reduce and their expenditure on
medical treatment will also be less with the availability of treated water. The group did not
have any objection with the treatment plant or OHT. They pointed out that no body will have
objection as it is matter of clean treated water.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Swapan Karmakar
2. Gopal Saha
3. Arabinda Datta
4. Sadhan Chandra Pal
5. Rina Pal
6. Rubel Sil
7. Ajit Sil
8. Niyati Sil
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Consultation 13
Date- 26.02..2011

Time- 11.30 a.m.

Location- Panchamukh

Summary of issues discussed- The team had spoken to a group of youth, who also
complained of lack of sufficient water supply and high iron content in water. None of the
group members knew about the proposed Project. On hearing about it they mentioned that
all will be benefited with the proposed water supply. The group felt that none will have any
objection with the treatment plant or OHT.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Ranjit Saha
2. Jayanta Majumdar
3. Bittu Das
4. Uttam Sarkar
5. Ranjit Sil
6. Shyamal Sarkar
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Consultation 14
Date- 26.02..2011

Time- 11.45 a.m.

Location- Near Pranavananda School (Kanchan Palli)

Summary of issues discussed- A family interacted with the Project team.

They

complained of lack of sufficient water supply and high iron content in water. They added that
even the supply times are not fixed. None of the group members knew about the proposed
Project. On hearing about it they mentioned that all will be benefited with the proposed
water supply Project and felt that none will have objection with installation of the treatment
plant or OHT.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Pradeep Sen
2. Sumana Sen
3. Sanjana Sen
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Consultation 15
Date- 26.02..2011

Time- 12.00 noon

Location- Badharghat Matri Palli, PHE Complex, Dukli

Summary of issues discussed- The discussion was with a group of residents, opposite to
the PHE office. Some of them knew about the Project, the rest were happy to know about it.
They mentioned that they have no supply at home, so installed hand pump. Water is with
high iron content and, it changes its colour on keeping for sometime and the surface
becomes oily. The group had no objection in construction of the treatment plant or OHT in
the selected site.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Haradhan Ray
2. Tutu Ray
3. Ratna Ray
4. Sabita Sarkar
5. Arati Sarkar
6. Ratan Sarkar
7. Keshab Banerjee
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Consultation 16
Date- 26.02.2011

Time- 12.30 noon

Location- Madhyapara, Joypur

Summary of issues discussed- The team interacted with two women in Joypur. Both
mentioned that there is insufficient supply of water in the city. Even they mentioned of high
iron content. Both welcomed the Project as it will help them getting treated water for longer
duration. They had no objection in construction of the treatment plant or OHT in the selected
site.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Sikha Rani Das (Saha)
2. Jhuma Debnath
3. Sudhir Chandra Saha
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Consultation 17
Date- 26.02.2011

Time- 1.30 pm

Location- Krishnanagar (near Pragati School)

Summary of issues discussed- The discussion held in an extended family of two brothers
and their mother. This was next to the site for treatment unit; but the family was not aware of
this Project. They expressed their happiness and promised all sorts of support. The family
had no objection in construction of the treatment plant or OHT in the selected site. They
were happy that the site is next to their house.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Putul Mallik
2. Ratna Deb Mallik
3. Suman Mallik
Consultation 18
Date- 28.02.2011

Time- 12.00 noon

Location- Jogendra Nagar (at the backside of electric subdivision office)

Summary of issues discussed- A few individuals were consulted near the site. They knew
about the Project and were also aware of the last visit of ADB team. They also complained
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about the high iron content of water in their locality. None of them had objection in setting up
of the OHT and treatment unit in this location; and they communicated that as the
construction work will be for water nobody in the locality will have any objection. But some
requested to keep a portion of the ground as their playground; others felt water is more
important.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Shampa Bhattacharya
2. Koushik Das
3. Narayan Karmakar

Consultation 19
Date- 28.02.2011

Time- 12.15 pm

Location- Near AMC Zonal Office (Ward 35), Sahapara

Summary of issues discussed- A group of people were consulted near the site. They did
not know about the Project; and were happy about it. One of them specifically mentioned
that even his aquaguard is not able to eliminate iron from water in this locality. The women
mentioned that even after washing their utensils and clothes remain sticky. None of them
had objection in setting up of the OHT and treatment unit in this location; and they
communicated that as they will get treated water nobody in the locality have any objection.
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Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Dipak Debnath
2. Maya Debnath
3. Jayanti Pal
4. Dinesh Debnath
5. Mrs………..
Consultation 20
Date- 28.02.2011

Time- 12.30 pm

Location- East Jogendra Nagar Junior Basic School

Summary of issues discussed- A lady was collecting water from outside her house. She
mentioned recently this stand post has been installed in the locality; otherwise earlier she
used to climb the slope with water from down. Her family had two cows that they sold due to
water crisis. She mentioned that water is collected only by women. This lady expressed her
willingness to pay for water, if others also pay. She was keen for water at residence but not
much worried about iron content.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Pratima Devi
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Consultation 21
Date- 28.02.2011

Time- 12.45 pm

Location- Salbagan Raod, Gurudas Para

Summary of issues discussed- The group mentioned that they have severe water crisis.
They do not sometime get water for 15 days or a month at a stretch. They were happy to
know about the Project and felt that others in the locality will also be happy about it.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses.
Participants:
1. Milan Debnath
2. Archana Biswas
3. Narayan Debnath
Consultation 22
Date- 28.02.2011

Time- 01.00 pm

Location- Subhash Palli, near Aralia II DTW

Summary of issues discussed- The group was aware of the project; they mentioned that
they have problem with water supply and the water has high iron content. They were happy
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to know about the Project and felt that others in the locality will also be happy about it. None
had objection in the selected site. One* of the participants was keen that her husband gets
a job in the Project activities.
Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Archana Das*
2. Kanan Das
3. Champa Das
Consultation 23
Date- 28.02.2011

Time- 01.15 pm

Location- Gandhighat, Children’s Park

Summary of issues discussed- People in the locality mentioned that they have problem
with water supply. They were happy to know about the Project and felt that others in the city
will also be happy about it.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses.
Participants:
Passer by people.
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Consultation 24
Date- 28.02.2011

Time- 02.00 pm

Location- Gole Bazar

Summary of issues discussed- The group was not aware of the project; they mentioned
that they have no problem with water; but now there is no supply. The women collect water
from others house; so they are worried. Clear water is supplied here usually thrice a day.
The group had no reaction on hearing about the Project.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses.
Participants:
1. Jafar Miyan
2. Jamila Begum
3. An old lady
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Consultation 25
Date- 28.02.2011

Time- 02.15 pm

Location- Near Harijan Colony

Summary of issues discussed- The group was not aware of the project. Some of them
expressed that rarely any project is implemented in the city even after planning for 4 years or
so. They mentioned that they have problem with water supply and the water has high iron
content. They were happy to know about the Project and felt that others in the locality will
also be happy about it. None had objection in the selected site and were willing to pay for
treated water supply. There was a request made by a participant to initiate the Project at an
early date.

Incorporation/Resolving Issues- With the upgraded water supply all the residents will get
water at their houses and with the treatment of water iron content will reduce.
Participants:
1. Subarna Saha
2. Rita Saha
3. Milan Saha
4. Dilip Kumar Saha
5. Amita Ghosh
6. Bapi Ghosh

Site Visits In the Month of December 2011
Visits

Purpose

Observation

Visited proposed
landfill site

Revisited the site
to
confirm
findings of last
visit
Visited
three
changed sites

Might
have
resettlement issues
in the access road

Visit to changed
sites
Visit to MSW site
at Hapania

Existing
MSW
site has many
women workers.

Visit to sites of
Tranche III

4 new locations:
DTW atJogendranagar-II
Pratapgarh-II
Pratapgarh-III
Champamura
Training at site

Training
contractor

of

Government
will
purchase
the
identified lands
Existing site. Social
Issue:
About 50% workers
are women.
But
they do not use any
protective measures
like gloves or masks
as their male coworkers do.

No R&R issue

A small team was
trained

Photographs

